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The Small Medium Display Market Tracker is a shipment and revenue tracking standard for all small medium displays. The report contains quarterly updates of small medium (≤9”) display shipments by original specification, application, size, resolution, aspect ratio, display shape and technology (LCD, OLED). It provides a four-year quarterly forecast and an additional three-year annual forecast.

In addition to historical shipments by display maker, the report provides market shares of display makers, display revenue, average selling prices, area, ppi data, and wide-viewing angle LCD technology are also included.

The report is delivered in both PowerPoint (analysis) and Excel (pivot tables and flex files).

Key Issues Addressed
- Future technology trends for small medium displays
- Historical changes in display prices
- Effect of display area growth on material demand
- Effect of ppi competition on smartphone displays
- Share of IPS/FFS technology per application
- Future small medium revenue

Applicable To
- Brand manufacturers/OEMs/ODMs
- Product planning managers for system sales
- Procurement managers for OLED components
- Panel suppliers
- Product marketing/strategic planning managers
- Component suppliers
- Manufacturers of competitive technologies
- Fund managers/investors with interest in display companies
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Mr. Hiroshi Hayase is a Senior Director of Analysis & Research.

He joined IHS Markit in November 2014, when IHS Markit acquired DisplaySearch, a leader in primary research and forecasting on the global display market. With nearly 35 years of experience in the LCD industry, he brings an unparalleled focus to sales, marketing management, production, product engineering and market research and analysis.

At DisplaySearch, Mr. Hayase served as vice president of small and medium displays. Before that, he was responsible for sales and market research at a Taiwanese LCD panel/module manufacturer, Wintek Japan Corporation. Earlier, he served as sales manager with Applied Komatsu Technology (AKT), where he was responsible for sales of CVD systems to major Japanese panel producers. He also has 13 years of experience in sales management and production engineering across the full range of LCD production processes with Seiko Epson.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS FROM IHS MARKIT

The Technology Group at IHS Markit is the leading source of information, insight and analytics in critical areas that shape today’s technology ecosystem—from materials and components, to devices and equipment, to end markets and consumers. Businesses and governments in more than 150 countries around the globe rely on the deep market insight and expert independent analysis of our 300+ industry analysts in technology sectors spanning IT, telecom, media, industrial, automotive, electronics, solar and more.
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IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and government customers, including 85 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions. Headquartered in London, IHS Markit is committed to sustainable, profitable growth.